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• Quantum phase transitions

• Many-body localization

• The Kondo effect

• Impurities in Luttinger liquid

• Interacting spins

• Strongly-correlated materials

We simulate:

Fluxonium

Array of fluxonium qubits

Ohmic bath Transmon qubit

Multi-mode cavity
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Multi-terminal Josephson Junctions
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Decoherence in Fluxonium Qubits

Physics in N 
dimensions with 

N+1-terminal 
junctions



Network of Fluxonium Qubits
10-qubit quantum annealer based on 
fluxonium devices.

A single Fluxonium qubit and 
two qubit gates 
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) The circuit diagram of a chain
of fluxoniums labeled as A, B, C, etc. Only those microwave
lines are shown that are used to activate CZ gates. (b) Lowest
energy levels (solid lines) of the qubits shown on top with the
energies of the first excited states aligned to emphasize the
di↵erences between the values of !↵

1!2.

and EL,↵ is the renormalized inductive energy.

By computing ['̂↵, Ĥ
(0)
↵ ], one finds !↵

i!f'
↵
i!f =

8EC,↵n↵
i!f , implying that the hierarchy of '↵

i!f di↵ers
from that of n↵

i!f : '↵
0!1 & '↵

1!2. Therefore, the inter-
action e↵ects within the computational subspace are im-
portant. Nevertheless, this does not a↵ect the crosstalk
�c since contributions from repulsion between computa-
tional levels exactly cancel in �c. Moreover, similarly
to the capacitive coupling, �c ⌧ �!, see Fig. 3(a), al-
lowing for the same CZ gate by driving at !11!21. The
frequency mismatch �! now occurs primarily because of
the repulsion between |10i0 and |01i0 rather than |21i0
and |12i0, see the wavy line in Fig. 1(d). This can be
seen in the matrix elements in Fig. 3(b). There, nB

11!21
does not grow as fast with the interaction strength as
for the capacitive coupling, while nA

10!20 decreases. The
transition |10i ! |02i acquires a relatively large matrix
element, allowing for another way of activating the CZ
gate. Driving this transition can be advantageous since
it can be better separated in frequency from other al-
lowed transitions [Fig. 3(c)] for our choice of parameters.
In this case, state |10i changes sign, and an additional
Z⇡ = diag(1, ei⇡) gate applied to qubit A reduces the
gate to its standard form ÛCZ.

We present gate errors for the inductive coupling in
Figs. 3(d) and 3(e). If the selective single-qubit drive is
not possible, then driving at !10!02 is generally a better
option than driving at !11!21. The selective drive at
!11!21 further reduces the gate error at a reasonably
small interaction strength (JL/h < 20 MHz) or short
gate time (tg < 60 ns). The nonmonotonic behavior of
the dashed line Fig. 3(e) is explained by a decrease in
separation between !01!02 and !11!21 with increasing
JL/h and a relatively large value of nB

01!02.
Conclusion and outlook. We have analyzed both in-

ductive and capacitive interactions between two fluxoni-
ums and found that gate fidelities of 99.9% are possible
within 100-ns gate times. The capacitive coupling scheme

may be easier to realize but will require controlling the
drive amplitude at both qubits, similar to the operation
of the cross-resonance gate [4, 30]. The inductive scheme
is much less sensitive to crosstalks and state leakage but
may require fine tuning of single-qubit gates or tunable
couplers [33].
Our work suggests that fluxonium qubits can be a po-

tential upgrade to the mainstream transmons in the scal-
ability contest. An example is shown in Fig. 4. There,
qubits are divided into three groups according to !↵

1!2:
high (A, E), low (C), and medium (B, D, F) transition
frequencies. Every second qubit is a medium-frequency
qubit, which has exactly one high- and one low-frequency
neighbor. The CZ gates are realized by selectively driv-
ing medium-frequency qubits. For each of them, two
corresponding resonance frequencies (e.g., ⇡ !A

1!2 and
⇡ !C

1!2 for qubit B) are far detuned from each other. A
wide parameter space allows independent optimizations
of !↵

0!1 and !↵
1!2; the choice of !↵

0!1 is not discussed
here.
While transmon qubits face the challenges of

anharmonicity-limited gate speeds and surface-material-
limited lifetimes (T1 < 100 µs) [34], the fluxoniums at
half flux quantum have millisecond energy relaxation
times [35] and no fundamental obstacles to achieve com-
parably long coherence times (the second-order flux noise
is not yet a limiting factor [36]) together with sub-100-ns
two-qubit gates. The extraordinary lifetime of the fluxo-
nium |0i ! |1i transition is partially enabled by its very
low (sub-GHz) frequency, which we believe is a virtue
rather than a weakness. The energy relaxation rate due
to dielectric loss is proportionally slower at low frequen-
cies at a constant Q-factor (in fact, Q usually improves at
lower frequencies [37]). Although fluxonium qubits will
operate in a relatively “hot” environment due to their
low frequencies, a practical quantum processor in any
case will employ an active qubit state initialization such
as measurement feedback for either a rapid reset or sup-
pressing nonequilibrium excitations [38, 39]. The fidelity
of the state initialization directly benefits from long T1.
The proposed CZ gate is made possible by the rich

energy level structure of the fluxonium and separation
of its well-protected memory space from strongly inter-
acting states. This concept is applicable to other anhar-
monic qubits with a hierarchy of transition matrix ele-
ments, such as variants of flux qubits [36]. In practice,
the performance of the proposed CZ gate will depend on
qubit coherence times and will likely be limited by the T2

time of the |2i state, which is accessed during the gate.
Because the ⇠ 5 GHz |1i ! |2i transition is similar to
transmon transitions, it should be possible to achieve T2

time on the order of 50 µs with today’s technology [24],
limiting incoherent error to less than 0.1%. Therefore,
the proposed CZ gate provides a promising pathway to-
wards the long-coveted 99.9% fidelity two-qubit gates.
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Two qubit gates between fluxoniums



Super-Semi Josephson junctions

in collaboration with NYU (to appear in Phys. Rev. Applied, arXiv:2210.02491) 

Microwave resonator with tunable Josephson junction at one of its terminals: gate voltage 
changes the frequency of tunable resonator 2

The junction also introduces non-linearity of 
the resonator and leads to bifurcation regime

bifurcation



Single Flux Quantum Pulse for Qubit Control

where C0 ¼ Cþ Cc, ω0 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LC0

p
, and where the tilde

represents the Fourier transform ~VðωÞ ¼
R∞
−∞ VðtÞe−iωtdt.

The energy coupled to the resonator is proportional to
the energy spectral density of the drive waveform at the
resonator frequency.
Here we are interested in the response of a microwave

resonator to an SFQ pulse. For state-of-the-art Nb-based
SFQ technology, characteristic pulse amplitudes are 2 mV
and pulse widths are around 1 ps. As the pulse widths
are much less than the period of the microwave resonator,
we can model the SFQ pulse as a Dirac delta function
VðtÞ ¼ Φ0δðtÞ. In this case, we find ~VðωÞ ¼ Φ0 and Eq. (1)
reduces to

E1 ¼
ω2
0C

2
cΦ2

0

2C0 ; ð2Þ

where the subscript 1 indicates that we are referring to
the response to a single pulse. Because the SFQ pulse width
is much smaller than the oscillator period, the energy
deposited is quite insensitive to the detailed shape of the
SFQ pulse and is determined rather by the time integral of
the pulse, which is precisely quantized to a single flux
quantum. For example, for a Gaussian SFQ pulse with
standard deviation τ, the above result is modified by the
prefactor e−ω2

0τ
2
, which yields a correction of 0.02% for

τ ¼ 0.5 ps and ω0=2π ¼ 5 GHz.
A single SFQ pulse produces a broadband excitation.

For this reason, the single pulse is not useful for coherent
manipulation of quantum circuits, since it does not offer
the possibility to selectively excite individual transitions.

The picture changes, however, when we consider driving
the resonator with a train of SFQ pulses. The goal is to
coherently excite the resonator by using a pulse-to-pulse
separation that is matched to the resonator period. The
approach is analogous to pumping up a swing by giving a
short push once per cycle, as opposed to sinusoidally
forcing the swing throughout the entire period of oscil-
lation. We consider the driving voltage

VnðtÞ ¼ Φ0½δðtÞ þ δðt− TÞ þ & & & þ δ(t− ðn− 1ÞT)'; ð3Þ

where T is the separation between pulses, and n is the
number of pulses. We find that the pulse train couples an
energy to the resonator equal to

En ¼
ω2
0C

2
cΦ2

0

2C0
sin2ðnω0T=2Þ
sin2ðω0T=2Þ

: ð4Þ

It is worthwhile to consider the energy transferred by an
SFQ pulse train to a typical cavity mode in a super-
conducting cQED circuit. We take ω0=2π ¼ 5 GHz,
C ¼ 1 pF, and Cc ¼ 1 fF. We find that a single SFQ pulse
couples only 6 × 10−4 quanta to the cavity mode. However,
for a resonant pulse train with T equal to an integer multiple
of cavity periods, the pulses add coherently so that the total
energy deposited in the cavity goes as n2. Because of this
quadratic scaling, only 40 pulses are required to populate
the cavity with a single excitation, and this can be
accomplished in the time 40 × 2π=ω0 ¼ 8 ns.
A recent proposal for cQED measurement based on

microwave counting relies on the preparation of “bright”
and “dark” cavity pointer states using a coherent drive pulse
with length matched to the inverse detuning of the dressed
cavity frequencies [13]. This protocol is readily adapted
to SFQ excitation of the readout cavity. For a qubit-cavity
system with dressed cavity resonances at ω0 − χ (or
ω0 þ χ) corresponding to the qubit j0i (or j1i) states, an
SFQ pulse train with interval T ¼ 2π=ðω0 þ χÞ and total
number of pulses n ¼ ðω0 þ χÞ=2χ will coherently pop-
ulate the cavity if the qubit is in the j1i state, while
returning the cavity to the vacuum upon completion of the
sequence if the qubit is in the j0i state.
Next, we consider the response of the quantum oscillator

to SFQ excitation. The time-dependent circuit Hamiltonian
is written as

H ¼ ½Q̂ − CcVðtÞ'2

2C0 þ Φ̂2

2L
: ð5Þ

We decompose the Hamiltonian into the unperturbed
free Hamiltonian Hfree and a time-dependent excitation
Hamiltonian HSFQ:
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FIG. 1. (a) Excitation of a resonator mode via a train of SFQ
pulses. The pulses are coupled to the resonator through the
capacitance Cc. For Nb-based SFQ technology, pulse amplitudes
are of order 2 mVand pulse widths of order 1 ps. (b) Trajectory in
quadrature space for a cavity driven by a resonant SFQ pulse
train. (c) Trajectory on the Bloch sphere for a qubit driven with a
resonant SFQ pulse train.
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Single Quantum Flux control of 
superconducting qubits  
• Single qubit gates: Ed Leonard et al, 

Phys. Rev. Appl. (2018)
• Two qubit gates;
• Parity measurements Quantum Error 

correction 
• SFQ optimal control
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to hardware optimization, we can immediately construct
some basic subsequences as follows. Given the number of
clock cycles N 0

c and qubit cycles N 0
q in a subsequence, for

each clock cycle i 2 [0, N 0
c] we apply an SFQ pulse on a

given clock edge provided the pulse induces a rotation in
the positive y-direction. We then repeat the subsequence
an appropriate number of times to achieve the target
rotation. Explicitly, we deliver an SFQ pulse to the qubit
on the k

th clock edge of the subsequence provided the
following condition is fulfilled:

✓
N

0
q ·

k

N 0
c

◆
mod 1  1/4 or � 3/4. (22)

This class of subsequences is expected to yield reasonably
high fidelity because it has a palindrome structure, which
implies that pulses are delivered to the qubit as symmet-
ric pairs. For example, the first and last pulses form the
pair (Nq, 0); the second and penultimate pulses form the
pair (Nq,!qTc), etc. In general, the sequence contains
a pair (N 0

q, k!qTc) for each k between 0 and N
0
c/2 that

satisfies (22).
As an example, we simulate a sequence built from 10

repetitions of a basic subsequence using N
0
c = 39 and

N
0
q = 8; a plot of the qubit trajectory on the Bloch

sphere is shown in Fig. 4 for a 5.12781 GHz qubit ini-
tialized along the +x (green), +y (purple), and +z (red)
directions. Here, the tip angle �✓ = 0.0126 is chosen to
achieve the Y⇡/2 rotation in 390 clock steps. Assuming
a qubit anharmonicity of 250 MHz and a 25 GHz SFQ
clock frequency, this sequence achieves fidelity of 99.9%
in under 16 ns. Although this scheme for constructing
basic subsequences demonstrates the possibility of con-
trolling multiple qubit frequencies using a single global
clock, it is by no means optimal, as the achieved fidelity
is rather modest. The dominant source of infidelity is
leakage from the computational subspace. In the follow-
ing subsection, we describe an approach to suppress this
leakage.

C. Leakage Suppression

At the core of SCALLOPS is the optimization algo-
rithm that eliminates leakage from the computational
subspace. Starting with a basic subsequence of the type
described in Sec. III B, we need to flip bits in order to
suppress leakage while preserving the target rotation in
the qubit subspace. The major di�culty in subsequence
optimization is that bit flips that reduce leakage will gen-
erally disrupt the rotation in the qubit subspace. This
problem is analogous to solving a Rubik’s cube: when
the cube mismatched at the top layer, a naive set of op-
erations to complete the top layer will generally disrupt
the other layers that are already matched. This di�culty
can be circumvented by using a sequence of operations
whose net e↵ect is felt only at the top layer. We can
solve the qubit control problem analogously: the corre-
sponding sequence of operations is to flip a symmetric

FIG. 5. (Color online) Subsequence Graph. Each vertex rep-
resents a 10-clock cycle (2-qubit cycle) subsequence with a
distinct tip angle �✓i in the qubit subspace (we consider a
25 GHz clock and a 5 GHz qubit). The shaded regions denote
windows in which positive y-rotations can be induced by the
application of SFQ pulses. Vertices that are connected di↵er
by a single symmetric pair (m,�), which labels the connec-
tion. For example, the subsequence at the top of the graph
di↵ers from its left neighbor by the pair (3, 12⇡/5), corre-
sponding to pulses applied on the sixth and ninth clock edges
following initiation of the sequence (clock edge zero).

pair of bits in the subsequence and to scale the tip angle
�✓ to preserve rotation in the qubit subspace. While this
latter step might seem dubious, given that �✓ is fixed by
the geometric coupling of the SFQ driver to the qubit, we
will show that for a given qubit frequency satisfying the
matching condition Eq. (21) there exists a high density
of high-fidelity subsequences in the space of tip angles �✓.
Our strategy will be to allow �✓ to vary as we search for
a cluster of high-fidelity, low-leakage subsequences. Then
we will select those subsequences that achieve highest fi-
delity for the specific value of �✓ dictated by the available
hardware.
More formally, we can describe this method in terms

of a subsequence graph G = (V,E), where the vertices
V represent individual SFQ subsequences with their op-
timal tip angles �✓ and the connections E link subse-
quences that are separated by a single symmetric pair of
bit flips. Explicitly,

• Each vertex V is described by a subsequence
bit pattern S and its optimal tip angle �✓opt =
argmax�✓̂Favg.

• Each connection E links subsequences (S,L) that
di↵er by a single symmetric pair (m,�).

We define V and E in this way with the goal of separating
control in the qubit subspace from leakage elimination:
navigation through the subsequence graph G preserves
rotation in the qubit subspace, but movement from ver-
tex to vertex can change leakage out of the computational
subspace substantially, as one can see from Eq. (18). A
trivial example of the subsequence graph is shown in Fig.
5.
With this definition of the subsequence graph G, we

describe a simple procedure to find high-fidelity subse-
quences. We first construct a basic subsequence S as

7

FIG. 6. (Color online) Gate infidelity versus tip angle �✓. Each horizontal bar represents a unique subsequence. The bars are
centered horizontally at the optimal tip angle �✓opt, and the vertical position of the bars represents the minimum subsequence
infidelity. The horizontal extent of each bar denotes the range of �✓ over which the infidelity of the subsequence remains below
10�4 (see inset). The cyan trace is the projection of all subsequences onto the line 1�Favg = 10�4; these segments merge into
a nearly continuous line that spans the range of tip angles from 0.03 to 0.06 rad.

FIG. 7. (Color online) A collection of SCALLOP subsequences. The subsequences are labeled below with the frequency of
the target qubit and above with the achieved gate fidelity (in units of 10�4) and number of repetitions required to achieve the
Y⇡/2 gate. Here, time flows upward; red (grey) bars correspond to clock cycles during which SFQ pulses are applied (omitted).
The SCALLOP sequences span 21 qubit frequencies and share a fixed tip angle �✓ = 0.032. The frequency spacing of the
subsequences is slightly adjusted for improved readability.

defined in Sec. III B. This subsequence serves as the en-
trance point to the subsequence graph. We then explore
all vertices adjacent to S and greedily move to the ver-
tex with the highest fidelity. We repeat this greedy move
until we reach a local fidelity maximum. This typically
takes only 5-10 steps. In general, 5-8 repetitions of such

high-fidelity subsequences will yield gates with fidelity
greater than 99.99% in a total sequence time under 12 ns.

The subsequences generated by the algorithm de-
scribed above are not yet su�cient for experimental im-
plementation because we have allowed the tip angle per
SFQ pulse to vary during our search. In practice, the

Optinmal SFQ 
pulses with gate 
error <1e-4: 
Kangbo Li et al,
Phys. Rev. Applied 
(2019)

in collaboration with Prof. McDermott 



Quantum Computing Using Electron Spins in Silicon 

Mark A. Eriksson 
Department of Physics & Wisconsin Quantum Institute 

University of Wisconsin-Madison



Our group nanofabricates quantum dots in 
the UW-Madison clean room (the NFC)

Mark Eriksson: Silicon and Germanium-based Quantum Science

V2

V1

Multiple dilution refrigerators, 4 in Eriksson lab, 
2 shared with McDermott and Kolkowitz labs

Collaborate with theorists 
to understand the detailed 
quantum dot electronic 
states

We design and build structures to 
generate desired quantum states out 
of which we form qubits.

August, 2019 issue of 
Physics Today

(0,0) (0,1)

(1,0) (1,1)

Anticipating openings for 
two new Ph.D. students 

this coming year.



This publication in Phys. Rev. Lett. from September, 2021 reported the first 
demonstration of coherent control between multiple different pairs of 
quantum states in a semiconductor quantum dot.

Work with our theory 
collaborators enabled us to 
identify those states as Wigner-
molecule states of two electrons 
within a single quantum dot.

We showed that a Si quantum well 
containing a small, oscillatory 
concentration of Ge enhances the coupling 
between two otherwise degenerate states 
that are called valley states, because they 
sit at the minimum energy of the 
conduction band.

The method is to choose a wavelength for 
the oscillation that produces a wavevector
q = 2π/λ matching the distance between 
the valleys in k-space.  The wavevector can 
connect valley minima both within and 
between Brillouin zones.



Quantum dot device and microwave resonator 
fabricated on separate samples 

Vertically integrated in flip-chip package 

3D design relieves fabrication and wiring 
constraints, improves scalability

Fabrication collaboration with MIT Lincoln Laboratory; see Holman et al. npj Quantum Inf 7 (2021). for further details

TiN resonator die

Si/SiGe qubit die

Quantum dot-resonator vertical integration benefits scalability



Friesen Group: 
Theory of quantum computing in semiconductor quantum dots

Current projects:  
•Topological qubits
•Semiconductor-superconductor hybrids
•Device simulations
•Spins coupled to photons 
•Materials science of Si & Ge 
•Theory of decoherence
•Investigation of defects

Novel qubits: (“Quadrupole qubit”) Device physics (double quantum dot)
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Friesen Group: 
Theory of quantum computing in semiconductor quantum dots

Quantum-dot 
“hybrid” qubit

Longitudinal 
coupling to a 
microwave 
resonator

Novel qubit gate operations
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Atomic-scale simulation of a 
quantum dot in the presence 

of step and alloy disorder

Materials science of qubit systems



!ℏ$̇ = &, $ + ) $

SOC, e-e, e-imp, e-ph, 
e-photon 

DFT     MBPT

Theory Development: Ab-initio Open Quantum Dynamics2 Spin Dynamics and 
Transport2,4 Spin Qubit T1 and T2

Many-Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT) for Excited States1 Quantum Defects Optical Readout3 Exciton Dynamics5

1. Y. Ping et al, Chem. Soc. Rev., 2013.  2. J. Xu, ..Y.P., Nat. Commun. 2020.  J. Xu,  Y.P., PRB, 2021. Editor’s Suggestions and Highlight: “A universal model of spin relaxation”. 
3. T. Smart, Y. Ping, npj Comp. Mater. 2021.  Y. Ping, T. Smart, Nat. Comput. Sci. 2021. 4. J. Xu, .. Y.P., Nano Lett. 2021 5. F. Wu, D. Rocca, Y.P., JMCC, 2019.  6. T. Smart.. Y.P., npj Comp. Mater. 2018.

We develop new theory and ab-initio 
computational methods for quantum information 
science and spintronics applications 

in hBN



QPAL  Quantum Physics with Atoms and Light
hexagon.physics.wisc.edu

Atom arrays: atom-light interactions
with Prof. Walker, Prof. Yavuz

Atom-superconductor 
quantum interface
with Prof. McDermott

Quantum computing

Quantum networking
with Prof. Goldsmith(Chemistry), 
Prof.Kats (ECE)

3 µm

Qudits –
Ho atoms

Atomic clocks
with Prof. Kolkowitz



• Quantum mechanics was originally developed to understand the structure of atoms. 

• Almost 100 years later we have come full circle and are using individual atoms to develop 
quantum computers to help us explore some of the mysteries of quantum mechanics. 

Individual Cs atoms
cooled, arranged, 
and trapped by light.  

3 µm

1225 Cs atoms
(averaged image) 

Quantum computing

state qubit

measurement qubits
Eg = -1.06 Ha

H2
molecular 

energy

Nature 604, 467 (2022)

PRA  105, 063111(2022)



Quantum networking
• To reach very large scale, modules can be connected optically

• Optically connected small-medium scale processors will form the backbone of 
a quantum repeater enabled network 

• Also relevant for quantum processor enhanced sensors

MOT
launcher

tube for 
parabolic 
mirror

Atomic network nodeTwo-species architecture Two node setup


